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Abstract

In this paper, an extremal function of a Banach space of analytic functions in the unit

disk (not all functions vanishing at 0) is a function solving the extremal problem sup Re f ð0Þ
for functions f of norm 1. We study extremal functions of kernels of Toeplitz operators on

Hardy spaces Hp; 1opoN: Such kernels are special cases of so-called nearly invariant

subspaces with respect to the backward shift, for which Hitt proved that when p ¼ 2; extremal
functions act as isometric divisors. We show that the extremal function is still a contractive

divisor when po2 and an expansive divisor when p42 (modulo p-dependent multiplicative

constants). We give examples showing that the extremal function may fail to be a contractive

divisor when p42 and also fail to be an expansive divisor when po2: We discuss to what

extent these results characterize the Toeplitz operators via invariant subspaces for the

backward shift.
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1. Introduction

The origin of the kind of problem to be studied in this paper is Beurling’s classical
theorem on invariant subspaces [Be49]. This theorem says that each nontrivial shift-
invariant subspace of H2 of the unit disk is of the form IH2 with I an inner function.
Following Hedenmalm [He91], we interpret Beurling’s theorem in the following way.
Suppose B is a Banach space of analytic functions in the unit disk containing
functions that do not vanish at 0. An extremal function of B is a function G solving
the extremal problem sup Re f ð0Þ for functions f in the unit ball of B: (More
generally, if all functions in B have a zero of order at least k at 0, then we declare an
extremal function to be a solution of the extremal problem sup Re f ðkÞð0Þ with f in
the unit ball of B:We shall only consider spaces for which there is a unique extremal
function, so that we may justly speak about the extremal function.) Properly
normalized, the inner function of Beurling’s theorem is the extremal function of the
invariant subspace in question. Thus the invariant subspace is described in a simple
way in terms of its extremal function, which in fact acts as an isometric divisor on
this subspace.
This way of viewing Beurling’s theorem led Hedenmalm to an important

breakthrough in the theory of Bergman spaces [He91]. He studied the extremal
functions of shift-invariant subspaces of the Bergman space A2: Hedenmalm’s main
theorem states that if the invariant subspace consists of those functions that vanish
on a given sequence of points, then the extremal function acts as a contractive
divisor. In other words, zeros may be divided out in a similar way as zeros of
functions in Hardy spaces are divided out by Blaschke products. Research on
Bergman spaces has flourished after Hedenmalm’s initial work. His theorem was
quickly generalized to Ap ð0opoNÞ by Duren et al. [DKSS93,DKSS94], who
established the contractive divisor property in the Lp setting as well. Indeed, the
subsequent advances in this field are largely due to a recognition of the role of the
extremal function as a contractive divisor; we refer to the recent monograph
[HKZ00] for further information.
Extremal functions appear in a somewhat similar way in Richter and Sundberg’s

description of the shift-invariant subspaces of the Dirichlet space [RSu92]. Richter
and Sundberg (building on previous work by Richter [Ri91]) proved that a nontrivial
shift-invariant subspace of the Dirichlet space is the isometric image of a so-called
local Dirichlet space under multiplication by the extremal function; see both
Sarason’s and Wu’s papers in [AMS98] for a review of the flow of research related to
this theorem.
The point of departure of the present paper is the case of kernels of Toeplitz

operators on H2: Quite remarkably, such kernels have been described completely,
thanks to the work of Hayashi [Ha86,Ha90], Hitt [Hi88], and Sarason [Sa88]. The
analogue of the results alluded to above says that each such space is the isometric
image of an invariant subspace of the backward shift under multiplication by the
extremal function. (See the next section for details.) In particular, we have that the
extremal function always acts as an isometric divisor. Our purpose is to pursue this
line of research: Does division by extremal functions for kernels of Toeplitz
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operators have similar metric properties in Hp when 1opoN; and is it possible to
obtain a similar description of such kernels?

In what follows we develop methods which link Hp to H2: By means of this link
we discover a new phenomenon: Extremal functions are contractive divisors when
1opo2 and expansive divisors when 2opoN (modulo p-dependent constants). We
show that these results are best possible in the sense that the respective p-intervals are
optimal. Thus new light is shed on the Hilbert space result by its appearance as a
remarkable limiting case.
By relating our divisor problem to partial results concerning the Carleson

measures for invariant subspaces with respect to the backward shift, we may point at
some favorable cases in which the extremal function acts both contractively and
expansively in the whole range 1opoN: In such situations, the kernel of the
Toeplitz operator is completely given in terms of the extremal function and a related
invariant subspace for the backward shift.
Before entering the technical details of this paper, we stress three points we

consider essential. They serve as motivation for our work and might inspire further
progress:

* The similarity in the role played by the extremal function in the different contexts
described above is striking. It is intrinsically interesting to exhibit more examples
illuminating this phenomenon.

* There are Lp analogues of the results alluded to above for shift-invariant
subspaces of Hardy and Bergman spaces. (See [Gam84, p. 132] for Beurling’s
theorem and [DKSS93,DKSS94] for the analogue of Hedenmalm’s theorem.) In
both cases, no surprise occurs in the sense that the metric property of division by
the extremal function remains the same. In this perspective, our results are
curious.

* The theory of Toeplitz operators on H2 is based on rather subtle Hilbert space
methods. In general, these methods are not easily transferred to Hp; although the

H2 theory certainly suggests many natural problems for Hp: The method of this

paper is to link Hp to H2; there remain interesting challenges in developing
methods which apply more generally to the Hp setting.

2. Main results

For 1pppN; let Lp ¼ LpðdmÞ denote the Lp space of the unit circle T with
respect to normalized Lebesgue measure and let Hp ¼ HpðdmÞ be the subspace of Lp

consisting of functions whose negative Fourier coefficients vanish. Functions in Hp

can be extended to analytic functions in the unit disk; we will move freely between
the disk and the circle and not distinguish between functions in the disk and their

radial limits. We write H
p
0 for the subspace of Hp consisting of functions vanishing at

0, and Hp
� for the subspace of Lp consisting of functions whose nonnegative Fourier

coefficients vanish. Alternatively, Hp
� consists of the complex conjugates of the

functions in H
p
0 :
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For 1opoN we let Pþ denote the Riesz projection of Lp onto Hp given in terms
of Fourier series by

Pþ
X

k

ckeikt

 !
¼
X
kX0

ckeikt:

For jALN; the Toeplitz operator Tj is defined as a map from Hp to Hp by

Tjf ¼ Pþðjf Þ:

For some fixed p; let G be the extremal function of the kernel of Tj; which here and

later is assumed to be nontrivial. More precisely, G is the unique solution of the
extremal problem

supfRe gð0Þ : gAKerpðTjÞ; jjgjjpp1g;

with KerpðTjÞ denoting the kernel of Tj :Hp-Hp: Indeed, a normal family

argument shows that a solution exists. To see that it is also unique, we switch to the
corresponding minimal problem inffjjgjjp : gAker Tj; gð0Þ ¼ 1g: This problem is

defined on a closed convex subset of Hp; and we can use that Hp is a strictly convex
space when 1opoN (see [Kö]).

If fAKerpðTjÞ is divisible by some inner function I ; then plainly f IAKerpðTjÞ:
This observation implies that G must be an outer function, since otherwise we could
keep the norm and increase the value at 0 by dividing by a suitable inner function.
We will make crucial use of the following immediate consequence: Any power Ga

(a real) is again an outer function.

Let S� denote the backward shift operator on Hp defined in the disk by S�f ðzÞ ¼
f ðzÞ�f ð0Þ

z
: A subspace M of Hp is S�-invariant if fAM implies S�fAM: It is well known

(see [DSS70] or [CR00]) that all S�-invariant subspaces are of the form

K
p
I ¼ IHp

�-Hp;

with I some inner function. (Note that, in particular, K2
I ¼ H2~IH2:) A subspace

M of Hp is said to be nearly S�-invariant if for every function fAM vanishing at the
origin, we also have S�fAM: It is plain that kernels of Toeplitz operators are nearly
S�-invariant. The following theorem of Hitt [Hi88] relates nearly S�-invariant
subspaces to S�-invariant subspaces when p ¼ 2:

Theorem A. Let M be a proper nontrivial nearly S�-invariant subspace of H2; with

extremal function g: Then M ¼ gK2
I ; where I is some inner function vanishing at the

origin. Furthermore, g is an isometric divisor on M: jj f =gjj2 ¼ jj f jj2 for all fAM:

Hitt’s theorem will play an important role in this paper because we will link the
extremal function for general p to an extremal function of a nearly S�-invariant

subspace of H2: To state this link, we introduce a unique inner function I associated
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with the extremal function G of Tj: Since GAKerpðTjÞ; we have jG ¼ Ic; with I an

inner function vanishing at 0 and c an outer function in Hp:

Theorem 1. Let Tj be a Toeplitz operator on Hp; 1opoN; and G the extremal

function of KerpðTjÞ with associated inner function I : Then g ¼ Gp=2 is the extremal

function of a nearly S�-invariant subspace of H2 expressible as gK2
I :

The main theorem of this paper is the following:

Theorem 2. Let Tj be a Toeplitz operator on Hp; 1opoN; and G the extremal

function of KerpðTjÞ:

(1) If pp2; then jj f =Gjjppcpjj f jjp for every function fAKerpðTjÞ:
(2) If pX2; then jj f jjppcqjj f =Gjjp for every function fAKerpðTjÞ ð1=p þ 1=q ¼ 1Þ:

In general, none of these norm estimates can be reversed unless p ¼ 2:

Since the norm estimates cannot be reversed, we fail to obtain a complete analogue
of Hitt’s theorem for kernels of Toeplitz operators. The closest we get to a
characterization of kernels of Toeplitz operators is the following:

Corollary. Let Tj be a Toeplitz operator on Hp; 1opoN; and G the extremal

function of KerpðTjÞ with associated inner function I :

(1) If pp2; then GK2
I CKerpðTjÞCGK

p
I :

(2) If pX2; then GK
p
I CKerpðTjÞCGK2

I :

In general, all the inclusions above are strict unless p ¼ 2:

An interesting matter is to decide the nature of the function G (or g ¼ Gp=2). When
p ¼ 2; a complete description is available, due to the work of Sarason [Sa88] and
Hayashi [Ha90]. First Sarason revealed the connection between g and I guaranteeing

the isometric action of g on K2
I : Later Hayashi [Ha90] gave a parametrization of the

extremal functions of kernels of Toeplitz operators. His approach is based on Nehari
pairs and exposed points. Taking into account Theorem 1, the work of Sarason and
Hayashi gives partial information about extremal functions for pa2: We shall say a
few words about this relation when constructing the counterexamples yielding the
negative parts of Theorem 2 and the Corollary. In fact, our counterexamples yield
some interesting explicit examples of extremal functions.
Kernels of Toeplitz operators on Hp have previously been studied by Dyakonov

[Dy00]. Using Bourgain’s factorization theorem, he characterized KerpðTjÞ for any
p; 1pppN; as ðg=B1ÞðKp

B2
-B1H

pÞ; where B1;B2 are Blaschke products and g is

invertible in HN: While division by this g yields equivalence of norms, the
disadvantage of Dyakonov’s description is that one has to deal with a ratio of
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Blaschke products instead of a single inner function. In other words, one does not
link the nearly S�-invariant subspace KerpðTjÞ directly to a true S�-invariant
subspace.
For general information and an up-to-date background on Toeplitz operators, we

refer to the recent monograph [Ni02, Vol. 1].

3. An S�-invariant weighted Lp space

In the spirit of Hitt’s result, our starting point will be a suitable rewriting of
KerpðTjÞ as an S�-invariant weighted Lp space. To this end, we need weighted Hardy

spaces. Let g be an outer function in Hp: Then the weighted Hardy space HpðjgjpÞ is
defined as the closure of the analytic polynomials with respect to the weighted norm

of LpðjgjpÞ: It may also be viewed as the space

HpðjgjpÞ ¼ fANþ : jj f jjp
p;jgjp ¼

Z
j f jpjgjp dmoN

� �
;

where Nþ denotes the Smirnov class, i.e., the set of holomorphic quotients of HN-

functions the denominators of which are outer. We set H
p
0 ðjgj

pÞ ¼ zHpðjgjpÞ; which is
the closure of those polynomials that vanish at 0.

Lemma 1. Suppose Tj is a Toeplitz operator on Hp; 1opoN: Then for every outer

function gAKerpðTjÞ there exists an inner function I with Ið0Þ ¼ 0 and such that

KerpðTjÞ ¼ ff ¼ ghAHp : there exists cAH
p
0 ðjgj

pÞ with h ¼ IcAHpðjgjpÞg:

Proof. Suppose g is an outer function such that Tjg ¼ 0: Then there exists an inner

function I vanishing at 0 and an outer function vAHp such that jg ¼ h ¼ Iv:

Likewise, for an arbitrary fAker Tj we have jf ¼ u; uAH
p
0 : Eliminating j from

these two equations, we get

f ¼ gIu=v:

Since uAH
p
0 and ju=vj ¼ j f =gj; we have c ¼ u=vAH

p
0 ðjgj

pÞ; and also Ic ¼
f =gAHpðjgjpÞ: Hence the kernel is contained in the space on the right-hand side.

The reverse inclusion is immediate: If f ¼ gIc; then jf ¼ vc: &

We are only interested in the distinguished choice g ¼ G: As in Theorem 1, we

write g ¼ Gp=2: We will soon switch our attention from KerpðTjÞ to

K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ :¼ ff ¼ IcAHpðjgj2Þ : cAH
p
0 ðjgj

2Þg;
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with I being the inner function associated with G: This is only a formal transition

since trivially KerpðTjÞ ¼ GK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ: However, it is essential that K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ is S�-
invariant. In addition, it will be seen that the link to the case p ¼ 2 becomes quite
transparent in this setting of weighted spaces.
We will now use a classical variational identity to establish two different but

equivalent variational lemmas for K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ: One of the lemmas is used directly to

prove Theorem 1. The positive part of Theorem 2 is then established by proving that

a certain integral operator is (1) bounded from Lp0 ðjgj2Þ to Lp0 for 1op0o2 and

(2) acts as the identity when restricted to K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ: (Note that here and elsewhere

p0 denotes a generic number possibly different from the given p; which is assumed to
be fixed once and for all.) In the latter proof, both variational lemmas are crucial.

4. Variational identities; proof of Theorem 1

The following lemma is a classical variational identity. A proof can be found in
Shapiro’s book [Sha71, Theorem 4.2.1].

Lemma 2. Let Y be a closed subspace of Lp; 1opoN; and suppose hALp: Then

jjhjjppjjh þ ujjp for all uAY if and only ifZ
jhjp�2hu dm ¼ 0

for every uAY :

As a direct consequence, we obtain:

Lemma 3. Let I be an inner function vanishing at zero and suppose 1opoN: The

function G is extremal for KerpðTjÞ ¼ GK
p
I ðjGjpÞ if and only ifZ

jGjpf dm ¼ f ð0Þ

for every function fAK
p
I ðjGjpÞ:

Proof. Let Y be the subspace of KerpðTjÞ consisting of functions vanishing at 0.

Then G is extremal for KerpðTjÞ if and only if jjGjjppjjG þ ujjp for all uAY : Since

f/fG is a bijection from K
p
I ðjGjpÞ to KerpðTjÞ; the result follows from Lemma 2

when f ð0Þ ¼ 0; fAK
p
I ðjGjpÞ: The identity holds also in the general case because

jjGjjp ¼ 1: &

Dividing K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ by I ; we may consider it as a space of anti-analytic functions.

This point of view yields a different variational identity:
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Lemma 4. Let I be an inner function and suppose 1opoN: The function G is

extremal for KerpðTjÞ ¼ GK
p
I ðjGjpÞ if and only ifZ

jGjpzu dm ¼ 0

for every function u such that uAIK
p
I ðjGjpÞ and u0ð0Þ ¼ 0:

Proof. Observe that IK
p
I ðjGjpÞ ¼ IHpðjGjpÞ-H

p
0 ðjGjpÞ ¼ zK

p
I ðjGjpÞ: Hence uAIK

p
I

ðjGjpÞ with u0ð0Þ ¼ 0 is equivalent to f ¼ zuAK
p
I ðjGjpÞ with f ð0Þ ¼ u0ð0Þ � 0f 0ð0Þ ¼

0: Thus the result follows from Lemma 3. &

Lemma 4 will be needed later. We now prove that Lemma 3 implies that
extremality is ‘‘inherited’’ by smaller spaces.
Recall first from Section 2 that G is outer so that Ga is analytic for arbitrary real

numbers a: As previously indicated, we write g ¼ Gp=2 and consequently K
p
I ðjGjpÞ ¼

K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ: The function g will play a key role in what follows.

Lemma 5. Suppose that G ¼ g2=p is the extremal function of KerpðTjÞ ¼ GK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ
and 1opoN: Then g2=p0 is extremal for the space g2=p0K

p0

I ðjgj2Þ for every p04p:

Writing

jp0 ¼ Ig2=p0=g2=p0 ;

we see that another way of putting this is to say that g2=p0K
p0

I ðjgj
2Þ is the kernel of the

Toeplitz operator Tjp0 on Hp0 :

Proof. Since G ¼ g2=p is extremal for Mp ¼ g2=pK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ; we have by Lemma 3Z
jgj2f dm ¼ f ð0Þ

for every function fAK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ: Now p04p implies that K
p0

I ðjgj
2ÞCK

p
I ðjgj

2Þ; and the

variational identity still holds for the smaller space. The result follows by Lemma 2. &

Lemma 5 gives Theorem 1 when po2: The remaining case p42 is dealt with as
follows. By Lemma 3, the extremality of G is expressed byZ

f jgj2 dm ¼ f ð0Þ

for any fAK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ: Consider K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ as a subspace of Lpðjgj2Þ and let K2 denote the

closure of K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ in Lpðjgj2Þ: Then again the variational identity holds for fAK2:
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But this means that g is extremal for M ¼ gK2; where M is closed in H2: It is plain
that M is nearly S�-invariant. By Theorem A (Hitt’s theorem), there exists an inner

function Ĩ such that M ¼ gK2
Ĩ
with g an isometric divisor, so that gK2

Ĩ
CH2: Clearly,

K2 ¼ K2
Ĩ
:

To finish the proof, we need to show that I ¼ Ĩ: Set

kI
lðzÞ ¼

1� IðlÞIðzÞ
1� %lz

for every l in the unit disk. This is the reproducing kernel of K2
I at l: It is clear that

each kI
l belongs to K

p
I ðjgj

2Þ: Since the linear span of the reproducing kernels is dense
in K2

I and K
p
I ðjgj

2ÞCK2
Ĩ
; it follows that K2

I CK2
Ĩ
:

Suppose that the inclusion K2
I CK2

Ĩ
is strict. Take kAK2

Ĩ
~K2

I ; ka0; and let ð fnÞn

be a sequence in K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ converging in the Lpðjgj2Þ-norm to k: By Hitt’s theorem, we

know that on K2
Ĩ
; we can replace the weighted norm by the unweighted norm.

Therefore, ð fnÞn converges in the usual H2-norm to k: Since fnAK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ; we can

write fn ¼ Icn; with cnANþ
0 : We have just seen that the sequence ð fnÞn converges in

H2 so that the sequence ðcnÞn converges in H2
0 to a function c0: This means that we

can write k ¼ Ic0AK2
I : We have reached a contradiction.

5. An integral operator; proof of statements (1) and (2) of Theorem 2

We keep the standing assumption that G ¼ g2=p is the extremal function of

KerpðTjÞ and 1opoN: Define now the following operator V :Lp0 ðjgj2Þ-
holomorphic functions by

Vf ðlÞ ¼
Z

f ðzÞ 1� IðzÞIðlÞ
1� zl

jgðzÞj2 dmðzÞ:

Using the weighted scalar product

/f ; hSjgj2 ¼
Z

f hjgj2 dm; f ; hALpðjgj2Þ;

we may alternatively write

Vf ðlÞ ¼ /f ; kI
lSjgj2 ; ð1Þ

where again kI
l is the reproducing kernel of K2

I at l: It is clear that V is well defined

for every fALp0 ðjgj2Þ; 1pp0pN and every lAD:
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By Theorem 1 and Hitt’s theorem, we have

/f ; hSjgj2 ¼ /f ; hS; f ; hAK2
I :

Since kI
l is the reproducing kernel of K2

I ; it also reproduces with respect to the

weighted scalar product, i.e.,

Vf ¼ f ; for every fAK2
I : ð2Þ

Then it is clear from (1) that V is the orthogonal projection of L2ðjgj2Þ onto K2
I ; with

the latter interpreted as a subspace of Lpðjgj2Þ: In particular, this means that

jjVf jj2 ¼ jjVf jj2;jgj2pjj f jj2;jgj2 for every fAL2ðjgj2Þ; ð3Þ

so that V is bounded as a map from L2ðjgj2Þ to L2:
We wish to see to what extent (2) and (3) can be extended beyond the Hilbert space

situation. We begin with the question about continuity.

Lemma 6. Suppose 1opoN and that G ¼ g2=p is the extremal function of GK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ:
Then the operator V is bounded from Lp0 ðjgj2Þ to Lp0 for 1op0p2; i.e.,

jjVf jjp0pcp0 jj f jjp0;jgj2 ; fALp0 ðjgj2Þ:

Proof. The case p0 ¼ 2 has already been settled by (3). We next consider the case

p0 ¼ 1: Take any function fAL1ðjgj2Þ so that f jgj2AL1: Expressing Pþ as an integral
operator,

PþhðlÞ ¼
Z

hðzÞ
1� zl

dmðzÞ;

we have

Vf ¼ Pþð f jgj2Þ � IPþðIf jgj2Þ;

which belongs to the weak L1 class, i.e.,

mðfzAT : jVf ðzÞj4mgÞpc1

m
jj f jj1;jgj2 :

Now Marcinkiewicz’s interpolation theorem allows us to draw the desired
conclusion. &

We turn to the Lp counterpart of (2).
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Theorem 3. Let V be as above and suppose 1opoN: Then Vf ¼ f for every

fAK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ:

Observe that the continuity of V holds for all 1op0p2 regardless of the initial

value of p; while the reproducing property of V on K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ requires the extremality
of G for the given p:

By (2) and the inclusion K
p
I ðjgj

2ÞCK2
I for p42; there is nothing to prove if p42:

On the other hand, it is not clear whether the spaces K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ are densely embedded
in each other. For this reason, the case po2 is more subtle and the following
argument is needed.

Proof. Express I in terms of its Taylor series:

IðzÞ ¼
X
jX1

ajz
j :

Then we have

kI
lðzÞ ¼

1� IðlÞIðzÞ
1� %lz

¼ 1� IðzÞ
X
jX1

aj
%lj

 !X
nX0

%lnzn ¼
X
nX0

%ln zn � IðzÞ
Xn

l¼1
alz

n�l

 !
¼
X
nX0

fnðzÞl
n
:

We see that f0ðzÞ � 1 and then recursively

fnðzÞ ¼ zfn�1ðzÞ � anIðzÞ

for nX1: It is essential that the coefficients fn are in K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ: This can be seen by

writing fnðzÞ ¼ IðzÞðIðzÞzn �
Pn

l¼1 alz
n�lÞ ¼ IðzÞhðzÞ with hAHNCLpðjgj2Þ:

We claim thatZ
f fnjgj2 dm ¼

Z
ðS�f Þfn�1jgj2 dm; nX1; fAK

p
I ðjgj

2Þ:

Indeed, since fnAK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ; we have by Lemma 3 that
R

fnjgj2 ¼ 0: We can thus writeZ
f fnjgj2 dm ¼

Z
f � f ð0Þð Þfnjgj2 dm:

Note that both h :¼ f � f ð0Þ and zh are functions in K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ: So h ¼ Ic with cð0Þ ¼
0; and also IzcAK

p
I ðjgj

2Þ: We may write ðf � f ð0ÞÞI ¼ zðzcÞ; and observe that since
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ðzcÞ0ð0Þ ¼ 0; Lemma 4 gives
R
ð f � f ð0ÞÞI jgj2 dm ¼ 0: Therefore,Z

f fnjgj2 dm ¼
Z

f � f ð0Þð Þfnjgj2 dm ¼
Z

f � f ð0Þð Þ fn þ anIð Þjgj2 dm

¼
Z

f � f ð0Þð Þzfn�1jgj2 dm ¼
Z

ðS�f Þfn�1jgj2 dm;

as claimed. Since f0 ¼ 1 and K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ is invariant with respect to S�; we get by

induction and Lemma 3Z
f fnjgj2 dm ¼

Z
ðS�Þn

fð Þjgj2 dm ¼ bn;

where bn is the nth Taylor coefficient of the analytic function f :

Now pick fAK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ with corresponding Taylor series f ðzÞ ¼
P

jX0 bjz
j: Thus

f ðlÞ ¼ lim
n-N

Xn

j¼0
bjl

j ¼ lim
n-N

Xn

j¼0

Z
f ðzÞfjðzÞjgðzÞj2lj dmðzÞ

¼ lim
n-N

Z
f ðzÞ

Xn

j¼0
fjðzÞlj

 !
jgðzÞj2 dmðzÞ:

By Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem, we conclude that

f ðlÞ ¼
Z

f ðzÞ
X
jX0

fjðzÞlj

 !
jgðzÞj2 dmðzÞ ¼

Z
f ðzÞkI

ljgðzÞj
2

dmðzÞ ¼ Vf ðlÞ

whenever jljo1: &

Proof of Theorem 2. Consider the case pp2: Recall that KerpðTjÞ ¼ GK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ so
that fAKerpðTjÞ can be written as f ¼ Gh: Since hAK

p
I ðjgj

2Þ and V reproduces

functions in K
p
I ðjgj

2Þ; we have

jjhjjp ¼ jjVhjjppcpjjhjjp;jgj2 :

In other words,

f

G

				 								 				
p

¼ jjhjjppcpjjhjjp;jgj2 ¼ cpjjhGjjp ¼ cpjj f jjp:

When pX2; we compute the weighted norm of hAK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ by duality. We first

recall from Theorem 1 that ghAgK2
I : Let q be the conjugate exponent of p; i.e.,
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1 ¼ 1=p þ 1=q: Then Lqðjgj2Þ is the dual space of Lpðjgj2Þ with respect to the pairing

/u; hSjgj2 ¼
Z

uhjgj2 dm; uALqðjgj2Þ; hALpðjgj2Þ:

Since L2ðjgj2Þ is dense in Lqðjgj2Þ and V is self-adjoint considered for the moment as

an operator on L2ðjgj2Þ; we obtain

jjhjjp;jgj2 ¼ sup
uAL2ðjgj2Þ
jjujj

q;jgj2p1

j/u; hSjgj2 j ¼ sup
uAL2ðjgj2Þ
jjujj

q;jgj2p1

j/u;VhSjgj2 j

¼ sup
uAL2ðjgj2Þ
jjujj

q;jgj2p1

j/Vu; hSjgj2 j:

Now Vu; hAK2
I ; and we know from Theorem 1 that g is an isometric divisor for gK2

I :
Thus

/Vu; hSjgj2 ¼ /gVu; ghS ¼ /Vu; hS:

By Lemma 6, the operator V is bounded from Lqðjgj2Þ to Lq; so by Hölder’s
inequality

jjhjj
p;jgj2 ¼ sup

uAL2ðjgj2Þ
jjujj

q;jgj2p1

j/Vu; hSjpcqjjhjjp:

We conclude analogously as in the case pp2: &

6. Failure of the reverse inequalities; Carleson measures for K
p0

I

It remains to prove the failure of the reverse inequalities of Theorem 2 when pa2:
Before constructing the explicit counterexamples, we show how this problem is
related to a well-known and difficult embedding problem. Namely, in order to get

K
p
I ¼ K

p
I ðjgj

2Þ; the proof of Theorem 2 shows that it would be sufficient to establish

the embedding Z
j f jp

0
jgj2 dmpCp0

Z
j f jp

0
dm

for fAK
p0

I ; 1op0o2; or in other words, to decide whether the measure jgj2dm is a

Carleson measure for K
p0

I : This embedding problem has been studied by many

authors, see in particular [Al94,Ni02,TV86, Vol. 2, pp. 335–336] for more
information. Unfortunately, the problem of describing the Carleson measures for
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K
p0

I is notoriously difficult, and only partial results are known. We will mention a few

of them and relate them to our setting.
As in the previous section, we introduce an integral operator:

Wf ðlÞ ¼
Z

f ðzÞ1� IðzÞIðlÞ
1� zl

dmðzÞ:

This operator yields the orthogonal projection from L2 onto K2
I : (With V viewed as

an operator acting from L2ðjgj2Þ to L2 and conversely W viewed as acting from L2 to

L2ðjgj2Þ; we have V � ¼ W :) Thus W is bounded from L2 to L2ðjgj2Þ: The question is
now whether we may extend this boundedness to the case 1op0o2: To explain why
this is a much more difficult problem than to establish the boundedness of V in the
same range 1op0o2; we will cite an interesting theorem of Aleksandrov. In what
follows, let E denote an arbitrary nondegenerate arc of T; and let DðEÞ be the
Carleson square associated with E: Following Treil and Volberg [TV86], we say that
a positive measure m on the closed unit disk is an I-Carleson measure if the following
holds: For some fixed e; 0oeo1; there exists a positive constant so that if jIðzÞjpe;
then mðDðEÞÞpCmðEÞ for all E such that zADðEÞ: The following theorem of
Aleksandrov is of particular interest [Al94]:

Theorem B. The operator W is of weak type ð1; 1Þ; i.e.,

mfz : jWf ðzÞj4lgpC

l
jj f jj1

for all fAL1 (independently of l; C) if and only if m is an I-Carleson measure.

In particular, the reverse inequalities hold whenever jgj2 dm is an I-Carleson
measure. (This is the theorem of Treil and Volberg [TV86]: m is a Carleson measure

for K
p0

I if m is an I-Carleson measure.) With g an isometric divisor for K2
I ; we will

have that jgj2dm is an I-Carleson measure if I is a so-called one-component inner

function, which means that the set fz : jIðzÞjoeg is connected for some 0oeo1:
We turn now to our two counterexamples covering respectively the cases po2 and

p42: They are slightly different in nature. In the first case, we prove extremality by a
direct argument. (It may be noted that the inner function appearing in our
construction is close to that in the counter-example of [BöGr] proving that when
pa2; ðApÞ-weights are in general not closed under composition with inner

functions.) In the second case, we use Sarason and Hayashi’s results, which will be
described below.
In the calculations that follow, we take AðtÞtBðtÞ to mean that AðtÞpCBðtÞ for

some positive constant C and all arguments t in question. We write AðtÞCBðtÞ if
both AðtÞtBðtÞ and BðtÞtAðtÞ:
(1) Failure of the reverse inequality when po2: We will now construct an inner

function I and an outer function g being extremal for g2=pK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ and such that
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K
p
I gK

p
I ðjgj

2Þ: This will prove that the inequality in statement (1) of Theorem 2

cannot be reversed when po2:
Fix 0oao1: For an arbitrary inner function I with Ið0Þ ¼ 0 let g be such that

jgj2 ¼ cða; IÞReð1� IÞ�a;

where cða; IÞ is chosen so that jjgjj2 ¼ 1: Since 0oao1; we have

jgj2Cj1� I j�a:

We first check that any g2=p of this form is extremal for g2=pK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ: By Lemma 3

and since jjgjj2 ¼ 1; it suffices to verify the variational identity
R

f jgj2 dm ¼ 0 for all

fAK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ with f ð0Þ ¼ 0: To begin with, note that the weight jgj2 is bounded away

from 0 and therefore K
p
I ðjgj

2ÞCK
p
I CL1: Setting wðzÞ ¼ ð1� IÞ�a; we see thatR

fw dm ¼ 0: On the other hand,Z
f w dm ¼

Z
f dm þ

Z
f ðw � 1Þ dm:

Observe that w � 1 ¼ ð1� IÞ�a � 1 ¼ Ih for some hAH1 and f ¼ Ic for some

cAH
p
0 ðjgj

2Þ; so that f ð1� wÞ ¼ �hc; which by construction is an integrable

holomorphic function vanishing at zero. Hence
R

f w dm ¼ 0: We conclude that

0 ¼
R

f Re w dm ¼
R

f jgj2dm:

We now need to construct an inner function I and a function fAK
p
I such thatZ

j f jpj1� I j�a
dm ¼ N:

To this end, we choose z0 ¼ 0 and for kX1:

yk ¼ 2�k; 1� rk ¼ yp
k

k2
; zk ¼ rkeiyk :

Take I to be the Blaschke product with zeros zk; normalized so that Ið1Þ ¼ 1: Thus

IðzÞ ¼ z
Y

k

z � zk

1� zkz

1� zk

1� zk

:

We set

f ðzÞ ¼ 1� IðzÞ
1� z

:
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This means we need to estimate the two integralsZ j1� IðzÞjp

j1� zjp dmðzÞ and

Z j1� IðzÞjp�a

j1� zjp dmðzÞ:

To make the latter integral divergent, we shall require p � ao1; which is possible
because po2: We shall in fact prove thatZ j1� IðzÞjb

j1� zjp dmðzÞ

converges if b41 and diverges if bo1: This will give the desired result.

Set Ak ¼ ykþykþ1
2

; ykþyk�1
2

h i
; kX2: It is clearly enough to estimate the contribution to

the integral over ,Ak: For yAAk we have j1� eiyjCyk so thatZ
Ak

j1� IðzÞjb

j1� zjp dmðzÞCy�p
k

Z
Ak

j1� IðzÞjb dmðzÞ:

To estimate the latter integral, write

I ¼ bkIk;

where

bkðzÞ ¼
z � zk

1� zkz

1� zk

1� zk

:

We split Ik ¼ I l
kIr

k; setting

I l
k ¼ z

Y
koj

z � zj

1� zjz

1� zj

1� zj

; Ir
k ¼

Y
1pjok

z � zj

1� zjz

1� zj

1� zj

:

The ‘‘left’’ factor I l
k may be rewritten as I l

kðeiyÞ ¼ eiw1ðyÞ with

jw1ðyÞj ¼ yþ
Z 2p

y

X
j4k

1� jzjj2

j1� zjeitj2
dt

C yk þ
X
j4k

1� rj

yj

C
1� rk

yk

; yAAk:

The ‘‘right’’ factor Ir
k may similarly be written as Ir

kðeiyÞ ¼ eiw2ðyÞ with

jw2ðyÞj ¼
Z y

0

X
jok

1� jzjj2

j1� zjeitj2
dtt

1� rk

yk
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when yAAk: Putting the two estimates together, we obtain

IkðeiyÞ ¼ eiwðyÞ; jwðyÞjt1� rk

yk

¼ yp�1
k

k2

for yAAk:

We now split Ak ¼ A0
k,A1

k; where

A0
k ¼ fy : j1� bkðeiyÞj4yp�1

k g:

Observe that

j1� bkðzÞj ¼
1� z

1� zk

1� jzkj2

1� zkz

					
					C 1� rk

j1� zkzj:

Hence yAAk is in A0
k if j1� zkzjpcð1� rkÞ=yp�1

k for some positive constant c: It

follows thatZ
A0

k

j1� I jbdmC
Z

A0
k

j1� bkjb dmC
Z ð1�rkÞ=ðyp�1

k
Þ

1�rk

1� rk

y

 �b

dy

C
1� rk; b41

ð1� rkÞy�ð1�bÞðp�1Þ
k ; bo1:

(

We conclude that X
k

y�p
k

Z
A0

k

j1� I jb dm

diverges when bo1 and converges when b41:We have thus proved that feK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ:
To prove that in fact fAK

p
I ; we need to see what happens on A1

k: Note that

jAkjCyk and recall that j1� I jtyp�1
k : Hence

y�p
k

Z
A1

k

j1� I jb dmtyðp�1Þðb�1Þk ;

which is a summable sequence for b41:
(2) Failure of the reverse inequality when p42:We begin by stating the Sarason and

Hayashi parametrization of the extremal functions when p ¼ 2: Sarason showed

[Sa88] that g is an extremal function of a nearly S�-invariant subspace of H2 if and
only if

g ¼ a

1� Ib
;
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where I is an inner function vanishing at 0, a; bAHN; a is an outer function, and

jaj2 þ jbj2 ¼ 1 a.e. on T: The inner function I coincides with the inner function
of Hitt’s theorem and so also with the I associated with g: Hayashi [Ha90] proved
that g is the extremal function for the kernel of a Toeplitz operator if and only if

a2=ð1� bÞ2 is a so-called exposed point of the unit ball in H1: For us it will be

enough to know that fAH1 is an exposed point of the unit ball if also 1=fAH1:
(See Chapter X of [Sa94] for this fact and more information about exposed points.)
So, if we take g ¼ a=ð1� IbÞ satisfying the above assumptions (in particular that

ða=ð1� bÞÞ2 is exposed in H1), then g is the extremal function of gK2
I ; which is the

kernel of the Toeplitz operator TIg=g: Hence gK2
I ¼ gK2

I ðjgj
2Þ; and Lemma 5 implies

that the corresponding function g2=p; p42; will be the extremal function of the kernel
of the Toeplitz operator on Hp with symbol

jp ¼ Ig2=p=g2=p:

Let f be as before, and make the following slight change of I : Set 1� rk ¼ yp
k=k for

kX1 so that

X
k

1� rk

yp
k

¼ N:

We estimate I as before. The main change is that now

IkðeiyÞ ¼ eiwðyÞ; jwðyÞjtyk

for yAAk; because p42: One could use the estimates above to show that feK
p
I : Let

us instead give a simple argument exploiting the fact that ðzkÞk is an interpolating

sequence (see [Gar81, Chapter VII]). If f were in K
p
I ; then

jj f jjppC
X

ð1� jzkj2Þj f ðzkÞjp ¼
X 1� r2k

j1� zkj
C
X 1� rk

yp
k

¼ N;

contradicting that the sequence is interpolating.
We now turn to the weighted case. For fixed 0obo1; let a be an outer function

such that

jaðzÞj2 ¼ 1

2
j1� zjb:

Thus we require jbðzÞj2 ¼ 1� 1
2
j1� zjb when jzj ¼ 1; which implies

bðzÞ ¼ 1� 1

2
j1� zjb

 �1=2

ei glogjbjlogjbj:
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(Here ũ denotes the harmonic conjugate of u:) We set g ¼ a=ð1� IbÞ: Note that

ð1� bÞ2=a2AH1 so that we know that g2=p is extremal for g2=pK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ: Thus it

remains to be proved that fAK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ:
The regularity of the function logjbj yields (see e.g. [Gar81, p. 106])

glogjbjlogjbjðeitÞ ¼ OðjtjbÞ:

It follows that

j1� bðzÞjCj1� zjb:

We have to estimate jgj2 on Ak: To this end, consider first A0
k ¼ fyAAk : jy�

ykjoð1� rkÞ=ybkg: We want to show that j1� Ibj\j1� I j on A0
k: To get this

estimate, we consider two cases. When j1� bjp1
2
j1� I j; we just use the triangle

inequality. When j1� bjX1
2
j1� I j; we observe that j1� bðeiyÞjC1� jbðeiyÞj on A0

k:

Hence j1� IbjX1� jIbj ¼ 1� jbjCj1� bjX1
2
j1� I j: We should mention that the

reverse estimate j1� Ibjtj1� I j also holds on A0
k: This can be obtained by

checking—similarly as in the case po2—that j1� IðeiyÞj\ybk on A0
k and using the

triangular inequality. However, this estimate is not required in our further
arguments.

For the case yAAk\A
0
k; we get the following estimate:

jgðeiyÞj2 ¼ jaðeiyÞj2

j1� IðeiyÞbðeiyÞj2
¼ 1� jIðeiyÞbðeiyÞj2

j1� IðeiyÞbðeiyÞj2
p

1

1� jbðeiyÞj2
¼ 1

jaðeiyÞj2

¼ 1
1
2
j1� zðeiyÞjb

Cy�b
k :

We thus obtain

jgðzÞj2 ¼ jaðzÞj2

j1� IðzÞbðzÞj2
t

ybk
j1� IðzÞj2

; jy� ykjoð1� rkÞ=ybk;

y�b
k ; yAAk\A

0
k:

8><>:
We split each interval

Ak ¼ A0
k,A1

k,A2
k;

where A0
k is as above and

A1
k ¼ fy : ð1� rkÞ=ybkpjy� ykjoð1� rkÞ=ykg;

A2
k ¼ Ak\ðA0

k,A1
kÞ:
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We get

Z
A0

k

j f jpjgj2 dmC
Z

A0
k

j1� I jp�2

yp�b
k

dmt

ð1� rkÞy�pþbðp�2Þ
k ; po3;

ð1� rkÞy�pþb
k logð1=ykÞ; p ¼ 3;

ð1� rkÞy�pþb
k ; p43:

8>><>>:
Furthermore, Z

A1
k

j f jpjgj2 dmC
Z

A1
k

j1� I jp

ypþb
k

dmtð1� rkÞy�pþbðp�2Þ
k

and Z
A2

k

j f jpjgj2 dmt
Z

A2
k

yp
k

ypþb
k

dmCy1�b
k :

We conclude that
P

k

R
Ak

j f jpjgj2 dmoN; since p42: It follows that fAK
p
I ðjgj

2Þ:
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